
PUGLIA

Experience the breathtaking beauty and rich culture of one of 
Italy's most magnificent regions

BUCKET LIST DESTINATIONS

LATEST FROM BOB

From the stunning Adriatic coastline to the rolling hills and valleys of the
interior, Puglia, the heel of Italy offers something for everyone. Explore

charming towns and villages, enjoy delicious cuisine made from locally-sourced
ingredients, and immerse yourself in the warm, welcoming atmosphere of this

unforgettable region.

LIMESTONE TRULLI
HOMES

UNESCO WORLD
HERITAGE LIST



TAILOR-MADE

Puglia is known for providing access to the finest and
freshest seafood from both the Adriatic and Ionian Sea,

combine that with whole grains, vegetables and olive oil and
you have the classic example of a healthy Mediterranean diet. 

Of course any great meal wouldn't be complete without a
fine wine and mouth-watering desserts and pastries. 

You can experience all of this and take in the countryside,
culture, architecture and beaches on this cycling and

culinary  tour

TAILOR-MADE

 Puglia is a treasure trove of history, culture, and natural beauty just waiting to be explored
so if you're looking for a unique and unforgettable travel experience, Puglia is the perfect

destination for you.

Your Dream Starts Here

Puglia Full Indulgence

Cycling & Culinary Tours

BESPOKE TOURS & EXPERIENCES BASED ON YOUR
PREFERENCES

Lying between 2 coastlines, Puglia offers miles and miles of
unspoilt beaches, crystal clear waters, spectacular cliffs and

rocky coves. Its diverse mix of architectural structures, cultural
sites, and warm hospitality can be traced back to its long and rich

history from Byzantine to Norman occupation.  
Not only is Puglia is one of the largest producers of durum wheat
used predominantly in pasta and in many of the region's bread,
the presence of 50 million olive trees makes it the number one

producer of olive oil globally. 

Discover all that  Puglia has to offer on a full indulgence tour



Book your trip to Puglia today and experience the
breathtaking beauty and rich culture of one of

Italy's most magnificent regions.

BEST TIME TO TRAVEL

WHAT TO BRING

MAY & JUNE
SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER

WEATHER

.............. ..............

May 16 - 21 degrees 
June 20 - 26 degrees

September 20 - 25 degrees
October 16 - 21 degrees  

If you prefer hot sunny days 
July & August have an average

temperature of 30 degrees with 
13-14 hours of daylight

Light, loose fitting clothing 
along with warmer options for

cooler days. 
Depending on your tour

preferences, bring clothes
appropriate for your chosen

activities and some comfortable
walking sandals for sightseeing 

DINE IN 
THE VINES

MOZZARELLA
CHEESE MAKING

DESIGN YOUR TOUR

Celebrity led culinary tours
& adventures 
Cooking Class
Market visits & private
dining
Cycling tours
Family cycling tours
Vineyards & wine tasting
Olive groves & olive oil
tasting 
Alberobella - World Heritage
Site & Trulli Houses
Mozzarella cheese making
experience
Boutiques
Hiking
Bari street food
Yacht tour
Swimming & snorkling
Classic car tour

The Vendemmia or 'harvest' in
Puglia is a big tradition

practiced since immemorial. 
It takes place from the 2nd 

week in August to the 1st week
 in October and involves de-

stemming, crushing the grapes
with bare feet, pressing with

bare feet, a wine stomping
contest and finally wine tasting


